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As for their baccarat tables specifically, ViG&#39;s are decent enough.
 Although they can&#39;t stand up to the market leaders of Evolution or NetEnt, 

for American players who don&#39;t have too much choice ViG&#39;s baccarat exper

ience should be just fine.
 As for the hosts, ViG seems to prefer attractive female dealers over anyone els

e.
 Also, being based in Costa Rica, the dealer&#39;s accents can be quite heavy at

 times.
 Usually four or more are active at any one time.
That certainly beats out ViG&#39;s selection too.
54 to 1 if the player and banker&#39;s cards equal 5 or 6.
 Small pays out 3:2 if the player and banker&#39;s hands equal 4.
 BetUK Bet &#163;10 get &#163;30 in free bets New customer offer available via T

he Telegraph Claim offer T&amp;Cs apply.
org .
 Virgin Bet Bet &#163;10 get &#163;20 in free bets New customer offer available 

via The Telegraph Claim offer T&amp;Cs apply.
Furthermore, the UK Bookmaker Awards includes the live-streaming aspect as part 

of the betting experience category, which enables us to present the top five boo

kmakers from their results in this area.

 Gambling can be addictive.
 T&amp;Cs apply.
Telegraph Betting Rating: 3.
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The idea you can improve gambling? 1.
 It goes if the first place you want a new rule, in their head.
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